t a press conference in 2002, Donald Rumsfeld, then US secretary of defence, used epistemology to explain US foreign entanglements and their unintended consequences. "There are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is to say, we know there are some things we do not know. But there are also unknown unknowns, the ones we don't know we don't know, " he said.
It is this last category that is the focus of Stuart Firestein's sparkling and innovative look at ignorance, and how it drives the scientific process. Firestein is a neuro biologist at Columbia University in New York, where he teaches a wildly popular course on ignorance, inviting scientists to tell students not what they know, but what they don't. He muses, would you rather earn an A or an F in a class called Ignorance?
Firestein introduces the concept of ignorance by c ont r ast i ng t he public's perception of science -as a systematic process -with a scientists' understanding that it is more haphazard. Most people think of science as a stepwise algorithm, in which researchers grind through experiments that churn out data sets that are analysed statistically and published in peer-reviewed journals: part of an endless cycle of observation, hypothesis testing and adjustment.
In reality, as mathematician Andrew
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ripple in incandescent waves". Roberts's personal anecdotes bring the struggle of one scientist, in service of the sea, into sharp focus. I can just imagine his cheery face as he dressed down the head of the Marine Stewardship Council for sanctioning fisheries with questionable sustainability. I would like to have been there.
About two-thirds of the way through, with the statement "I am an optimist", Roberts starts to introduce solutions to his litany of seemingly intractable problems. In the subsequent chapters, he discusses aqua culture, pollution abatement and his signature research achievement: marine protected areas. These are all fields in which tremendous strides have been made, some by Roberts himself, to help the future oceans and the human communities that rely on them.
Yet Roberts cannot help pointing out that the problems are still huge. This is partly because some of the easiest apparent fixes -such as aquaculture -can do more harm than good in practice. But it may also be partly down to Roberts's need to keep the parlous state of the ocean in the public and governmental eye. Environmental problems can become so polarized in society that any excuse to downplay or deny them is trumpeted by special-interest groupsa reaction that surfaces with greater and greater frequency.
Back at the World Oceans Summit, Steve McCormick, president of the philanthropic Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, declared that there has never been a time in ocean conservation like now, when the solutions to ocean problems are laid before us and some of the challenges, particularly overfishing, are conquerable. Ocean of Life, in detailing sobering facts about the ills that afflict the largest biosphere on Earth, is a call to action. At the heart of this book is a deep love of the ocean and a profound concern for its viability as a resource for us all. Wiles says in the book, science consists of "groping and probing and poking, and some bumbling and bungling". A switch is discovered and a light comes on. It is like looking for the proverbial black cat in a dark room.
It is in the dark that cutting-edge science takes place. To make discoveries, researchers need to look beyond the facts -to where they run out, says Firestein. Scientists should "forget the answers, work on the questions". That is good advice, because the mountain of facts is now so vast that we cannot hope to learn, let alone remember, them.
It has been estimated that, from the beginning of civilization -5,000 years ago or more -until 2003, humanity created a total of five exabytes (billion gigabytes) of information. From 2003 to 2010, we created this amount every two days. By 2013, we will be doing so every ten minutes, exceeding within hours all the information currently contained in all the books ever written.
So it isn't that we need more knowledge; it is that we need to distinguish between what we know and what we don't know, through what Firestein calls "controlled neglect". Researchers must selectively ignore vast quantities of facts and data that block creative solutions, and focus on a narrow range of possibilities.
Ignorance includes an important discussion about scientific errors and their propagation in textbooks. I admit that I passed one on in my last book, The Believing Brain (Times Books, 2011): I repeated as gospel the 'fact' that the human brain contains about 100 billion neurons. Firestein reports that it is actually around 80 billion, and that the number of glial cells is an order of magnitude smaller than most textbooks state.
The 'neural spike' recorded by neuroscientists as a fundamental unit of brain activity, Firestein reminds us, is an artefact of our measuring devices and ignores other forms of neural activity. Even the famous and widely printed 'tongue map' , which shows sweet flavours sensed on the tip of the tongue, bitter on the back and salt and sour on the sides, is wrong -the result of a mistranslation of a German physiology paper. These and other errors arise as a result of our lack of scepticism towards the knowledge we have.
To Rumsfeld's categories, Firestein adds one more: unknowable unknowns, or "things that we cannot know due to some inherent and implacable limitation". He puts history in this category, but I would not.
When history is defined as anything that happened before the present, it includes much of astronomy, geology, archaeology, palaeontology and evolutionary biologyfields with hypotheses that can be tested with as much rigour as experiments in the lab.
I worry, too, that too much emphasis on ignorance opens the door to creationists, climate deniers and others with political agendas who wish to challenge mainstream scientists. Acknowledging our ignorance is good, but we should also recognize the wellsupported theories that science has confidently given us. As scientific knowledge grows, so does our awareness of how much we don't know. "Ignorance works as the engine of science because it is virtually unbounded," explains Firestein, "and that makes science much more expansive". We should remember that when a sphere becomes bigger, the surface area grows. Thus, as the sphere of scientific knowledge increases, so does the surface area of the unknown. Firestein's book reminds us that it is at this interface that we can claim true and objective progress. ■ He answers these questions with a general theory about the origin of eusociality, the condition in which a species becomes so socially integrated that natural selection acts on groups as well as individuals. The individual is still the unit of selection, but membership of the group confers such benefit that the individual evolves to act on the group's behalf instead of its own.
Michael Shermer is the publisher of
Wilson argues that eusociality arises in stages: first the formation of groups, then the development of tightly knit communities built around defensible nests and then the elimination of any desire to leave the group. Dense interactions create intense advantages for group membership, allowing the develop ment of castes in insects (some of which lose the ability to reproduce) and language and culture in humans. At this point, it makes sense to think of the group as the unit of selection -a 'superorganism' -that competes with other groups.
Wilson's theory of eusociality is an elaboration of a paper that he published in Nature (M. A. Nowak et al. Nature 466, 1057 -1062 2010) . When that paper came out, I was struck by how little the authors discussed one of the key results: that population structure (who interacts with whom) is extremely important in evolution. In this book, Wilson rectifies this oversight, paying particular attention to the fact that humans "are enmeshed in social networks".
For example, Wilson's elegant model of natural selection shows that two populations with an identical set of individuals can favour completely different genetic outcomes with just small changes in their network of interactions. One network may drive the population to be highly cooperative; another may drive it to be highly individualistic. And not only do networks affect genes, but genes also affect networks. In The Social Conquest of Earth, Wilson cites work by social scientists Nicholas Christakis, Chris Dawes and myself showing that genetic variation between individuals accounts for a sizeable part of the variation in human social networks. His model suggests that these networks and our capacity to navigate them contribute to the uniqueness of our species.
Wilson contrasts his own model of eusociality with models of inclusive fitness that build on ideas originating in work on kin selection by British evolutionary biologist W. D. Hamilton. Hamilton's key insight was that a gene can survive either by helping an individual to reproduce or by helping The Information: A History, a Theory, a Flood James Gleick (Vintage, 2012; $15.95) Science writer James Gleick unpicks our fixation on information as "the driver of just about everything", said reviewer Thomas Misa. Gleick starts with African 'talking' drums, sidesteps into genetics and cryptography, and ends with the modern information overload (Nature 471, 300-301; 2011). A book on robotics by a marine biologist sounds a bit fishy, but Darwin's Devices is anything but. John Long takes us on a journey through the wonderful, oceanic world of research on the evolution of the vertebrae of extinct species.
Long's work is innovative because of his use -and strong defence -of modelling with physically embodied robots, rather than the usual software simulations of computational biology. He is also unusual, as a biologist, for the way that he exploits artificial evolutionary methods called genetic algorithms to test evolutionary hypotheses.
Long's accounts of justifying his research to sceptical fellow biologists contain both triumphs and difficulties. He relates how, when a colleague asked what robots have to do with biology, he replied that they are
The Epigenetics Revolution Nessa Carey (Icon Books, 2012; £9.99) Epigeneticist Nessa Carey brings the emergent and controversial field of epigenetics to a wide audience. Carey's lively vision of how DNA works resembles a film script, with "plenty of room for interpretation and retakes", noted reviewer Jonathan Weitzman (Nature 477, 534-535; 2011). 
ROBOTICS

Enter the evolvabot
Noel Sharkey is engaged by a take on the intriguing overlap between biology and robotics.
other individuals with the same gene to reproduce. So, a gene that promotes an action that is costly to the individual might be able to survive if it provides a benefit for a relative. And because close relatives share more of the same genes than distant ones, interactions between kin increase the likelihood of maintaining such acts of altruism.
Wilson argues that Hamilton's model is based on overly simplistic assumptions about population structure. It does not take into account indirect fitness advantages (all the people who are helped by the people we help, for example). Inclusive fitness is a special case of Wilson's model, but he asks: "Why not simply use the general theory every where?"
Many of Wilson's ideas in this book will stand the test of time. However, he is perhaps a bit too assertive in the way he frames his theory. He is excessively critical of inclusive fitness theory, repeatedly claiming that it is "incorrect", and saying that the literature on it has produced "meager" results. Yet inclusive fitness theory has prompted much empirical and theoretical investigation, with more than 1,000 articles published in the past 40 years. Albert Einstein, after all, didn't disparage the numerous physics experiments showing that Isaac Newton's simple formulae work remarkably well under specific conditions.
Wilson would, I am sure, object to this characterization on the grounds that inclusive fitness theory accounts for a much smaller subset of his own theory than Newton's work does for Einstein's. In fact, Wilson continually claims that inclusive fitness theory works only "under stringently narrow conditions". But there is no empirical evidence for this.
One of Wilson's laments is that we have few examples of attempts to specifically measure fitness and interaction networks to test inclusive fitness theory -but the same is true for his own theory. (MIT Press, 1984) , and Long makes ample use of Braitenberg's core ideas. Robotics researchers such as Rolf Pfeifer, with his morphological computation, have carved out this territory, but Long offers new twists -such as questioning where the brain begins and ends.
By chapter six, sleeves rolled up, we are at the nub of the science. It is time for the test results of Long's key evolutionary hypothesis: "selection for enhanced feeding performance and predator avoidance would increase the number of vertebrae" for robot models of extinct fish. Long is in his stride here and gets down to the technicalities, telling us much about the real evolution of sea creatures.
I was intrigued to see how a biologist might use genetic algorithms to test specific hypotheses about bodily evolution and its impact on behaviour. Such algorithms have been used widely in biologically inspired robotics to create artificial gene strings that determine how robots behave; they allow researchers to run through thousands of machine generations in hours. For each generation, the best robots are selected using a mathematical fitness function rather than natural selection, and their genes are incorporated to make the next generation and simulate breeding.
But in Long's experiments, the evolving artificial genes do not directly change the behaviour of the robot fish. Instead, they add vertebrae to the robot bodies, indirectly altering the behaviour of the robots to make them better at feeding and avoiding predators. This drives home Long's point that behaviour is created in the interaction between the physically embodied robot and the world.
There are minor problems with Long's discussion of genetic algorithms. He seems to think that they tell him more about evolution than may be the case. At one point, he writes: "I think Darwin, a keen observer, would have loved watching our robots evolve. " But although Darwin would have been intrigued, I doubt he would have gained much scientifically from pure observation of these robots. Unlike natural selection, a genetic algorithm has an experimenterdesigned fitness function, which demands a God-like decision about what features are important in choosing the fittest artificial gene strings. Often, if a genetic-algorithm experiment does not work as hoped, we can make minor modifications to the fitness function and selection procedure until we get the desired results. So refuting a hypothesis is not always meaningful, because results can be dependent on the experimenter's design. A positive outcome, however, has different implications: if a genetic algorithm produces a simple model or mechanism that fits current data from a real creature, we have a scientific hit.
Aside from that, and a final chapter that tries to cram in too much -it includes 20 pages on the military uses of robotic fish, in which the arguments seem rushed and a little naive -this is a sound and hard-hitting work. It is also an insider's view of the scientific world: an honest account of the cut and thrust of academic ambition. Because Long questions his own methods and motivations throughout, his book lacks the pomposity of many texts that motivate through weak appeals to scientific method.
I read this book for the robotics, but I learned more about fish and the evolution of their bodies. Darwin's Devices represents a step forward in biomimetics. And, cleverly hidden among the discussions and the humour, gems of scientific philosophy shine. ■
Noel Sharkey is professor of artificial intelligence and robotics at the University of Sheffield, UK. e-mail: noel@dcs.shef.ac.uk
Blood Work: A Tale of Medicine and Murder in the Scientific Revolution
Holly Tucker (Norton, 2012; $15.95) Medical historian Holly Tucker provides "pageturning insight" into the messy past of blood transfusions, focusing on Anglo-French rivalry during the scientific revolution, found reviewer W. F. Bynum (Nature 472, 164-165; 2011). (Canongate, 2012; $15) In a treatment that reviewer Manfred Milinski said was as pacy as a novel, biologist Martin Nowak sets out cooperation as the driving force of evolution, and defends his objections to kin-selection theory (Nature 471, 294-295; 2011).
SuperCooperators
Martin Nowak with Roger Highfield
WHO NEEDS A BRAIN WHEN YOU HAVE A
SMART BODY?
A rtificial beings throng myth and literature. Science fiction, for instance, has specialized in robots, androids and cyborgs -creatures often associated with a kind of high-tech utility. (The word 'robot' , coined by the Czech writer and artist Josef Čapek, stems from the word for 'drudgery' in several Slavic languages.) Literary writers from Herman Melville to Thomas Pynchon, however, have been drawn more to automata, mechanical simulacra of living beings that proliferated in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, before electric and digital technology. Designed as devices of wonder and beauty, automata lend themselves to the aesthetic and symbolic. Now, in his wonderful The Chemistry of Tears, Australian writer Peter Carey ponders the automaton through the eyes and thoughts of human characters. This multilayered novel follows the lives of two people separated in time but involved with one mechanical being -based on Jacques de Vaucanson's Defecating Duck, a famous eighteenth-century automaton. The book is dominated by the alternating narratives of the protagonists, a modern museum specialist and a Victorian father on a fraught personal quest, but the cast also includes an inventor with echoes of Charles Babbage -a nineteenth-century mathematician and engineer who restored automata as well as designing a proto-computer, the difference engine.
The Chemistry of Tears follows the Western tradition of using the automaton as a conceptual object for pondering the nature of humanity -a tradition now surfacing in debates about biological determinism and free will, the nature of 'digitized' humans and bioengineered 'DNA robots' . Are we essentially organic automata constructed by some creator? Can we engineer self-aware artificial beings capable of experiencing emotions and making moral decisions? What part of our humanity lies beyond the material world and can never be replicated artificially? Rather than providing easy answers to such questions, Carey presents a narrative that demonstrates their complexity.
First, we meet Catherine Gehrig, a restorer of clocks at a London museum. While mourning the sudden death of her married lover, she is given the task of reassembling an automaton, a nineteenth-century replica of Vaucanson's duck. The parts are presented to her along with the notebooks of Henry Brandling, who commissioned the device. Through Catherine's reading of Brandling's story we follow the second narrative, of his attempt to cheer his ailing son by travelling to Germany and finding a mechanic to re create Vaucanson's automaton.
The real Defecating Duck was an astonishingly lifelike device with hundreds of moving parts. It could flap its wings, eat and, as its name implies, even produce droppings. Vaucanson first presented it to the Parisian public in 1738, along with two mechanical human figures: the Flute Player and another playing a fife and drum. They were such a financial and intellectual success -praised by luminaries including Voltaire and Denis Diderot -that they set off a century-long automaton craze. The duck itself passed through the hands of multiple owners and toured Europe, until it ended up, dilapidated, in the German town of Helmstadt, where writer and physicist Johann Wolfgang von Goethe saw it in 1805. Throughout the beautifully told stories of Catherine's grief and Henry's quest, Carey plays with the concept of the automaton metaphorically and symbolically. Catherine, in her distress, describes herself as a "whirring, mad machine", and later remembers how she and her lover had thought of themselves as "intricate chemical machines". The desperation of Henry's search stems from his hope that the recreation of Vaucanson's 
FICTION
Wondrous machines
A multilayered tale centred on a nineteenth-century automaton grips Minsoo Kang. The United States accounts for one-fifth of global consumption but only one-twentieth of the world's population. Humes focuses on how to reduce the average US citizen's lifetime legacy of 93 tonnes of refuse, using personal stories to draw out the wider social issues around waste management.
The usual approach, Humes observes, has been to make waste "appear to disappear". This is borne out by evocative examples such as the great Pacific garbage patch: not a continent-sized floating island of rubbish, as many imagine, but rather a "swirling sewer" of "barely visible particles circling endlessly". Humes shows how innovative clean-up technologies -such as an artificial 'beach' that collects fine marine debris but not sea life -can be part of the solution. But the more practical answer, he says, is to avoid creating the waste in the first place.
Reducing waste means consuming differently. Humes doesn't believe that profligate consumption is hard to shift. He sees humans as naturally thrifty, and points out that prodigious marketing has gone into creating modern consumer culture, down to the engineered 'preference' for plastic bags over paper ones. Not that Humes is anti-business: as in his book Force of Nature (Harper Business, 2011), he presents a balanced picture of the choices faced by major companies.
Key to Humes's 'can do' message are case studies of commercially successful innovations. Recycling company Terra Cycle, for instance, was launched in 2001 by two students at Princeton University in New Jersey, who turned university food waste into organic fertilizer by feeding it to earthworms. Their start-up gained publicity from lawsuits lodged by a larger competitor contesting their advertising claims, even though they lost. Terra Cycle is now one of the world's fastestgrowing recycling firms. Humes thinks that individuals can make a difference by simply saying no to unwanted stuff, and focusing on the cost of lifetime ownership rather than the purchase price. The pioneers of new attitudes towards waste, says Humes, are "ordinary people", not moralists or separatists. In this sense, his book is simultaneously reassuring and radical.
In Wasted World, Hengeveld's intellectual compass is firmly aligned with the powerful decades-old environmental rhetoric of thinkers such as environmentalist Donella Meadows (co-author of The Limits to animate duck could somehow heal his beloved son's ill body.
Catherine follows Henry's misadventures in Germany in her increasingly obsessive reading of his notebooks. His story takes a fairy-tale turn as he is led to Furtwagen, a small town in the Black Forest, by a mysterious man named Sumper, who claims to possess the skills to recreate the avian automaton. With a trio of eccentrics -a collector of fairy tales, a preternaturally gifted child and his superstitious mother -Henry listens sceptically to his host's fantastic story of his own travels to England.
In a brilliant narrative turn, Carey uses this third storyline -Sumper's time in England as assistant to Albert Cruickshank, the inventor based on Babbage -to meditate on the automaton as a concept that lies at the heart of modernity. Whereas Enlightenment devices were aesthetic objects demonstrating the wonders of mechanical craft, the technology of the Industrial Revolution was deployed pragmatically to create ever more powerful engines and productive factories, and to expand empires. The process of modernization took what was useful from the beautiful automata and created the world of steam, smoke and industrial machines.
Catherine's efforts to rebuild Sumper's automaton (which turns out to be a swan, in a possible nod to Hans Christian Andersen's The Ugly Duckling), and Henry's desire to present a marvel from the previous century to his son, represent a wish to return to untroubled pasts, and to bring the dead and dying back to life, that mirrors the automaton-maker's role in breathing 'life' into inert materials. This deeply moving, intellectually profound novel on the heartbreaking grief of 'living machines' tells the story of the essential human desire to return to the individual Edens that we inhabited before we knew about the unavoidable pain of our mechanical lives. ■ (Oxford Univ. Press, 2012; £9.99) Palaeontologist Jan Zalasiewicz takes a pebble as the protagonist in a story of Earth's geology. He shows that even the most mundane piece of matter has a history that reaches across time and space to the beginning of the Universe.
Minsoo
Neutrino
Frank Close (Oxford Univ. Press, 2012; £7.99) As you read this, you are being bombarded with neutrinos -the particle about which we know least. Physicist Frank Close recounts the hunt for the "commonest" and "weirdest" of the things that make up the Universe, and explains how following them could lead us to the farthest cosmos.
ECOLOGY
Trashed world
Sonja Vermeulen ponders two takes on the twinned global issues of consumption and waste. I have often wondered whether it is an evolutionary accident that our planet ended up being ruled by apes. What would it have been like to live on a planet of the crows, with humans serving as mere intellectual curiosities for our avian masters -those big-brained, beady-eyed, feathered apes?
The idea that these birds could be as intelligent as our primate cousins triggers mixed reactions. Dismissed by some as 'birdbrained' , the corvids have an alien intelligence that disturbs others, who are reminded of Alfred Hitchcock's 1963 thriller The Birds. Yet a select few of us respect them. These few include John Marzluff and Tony Angell, whose delightful insight such as gift-giving -hence the book's name. Might these similarities be behind corvids' strong associations with humans, and our endless curiosity about these ominous-looking creatures?
Marzluff, an avid ornithologist and wildlife scientist, and Angell, author and illustrator of award-winning natural history books, give us a series of intriguing stories and stunning illustrations that together reveal the sophisticated cognitive abilities of crows and their relationship with humans, which have inspired art, poetry, legend and myth. Anecdotes abound, interspersed with the science on crow behaviour and brains.
The authors persuasively describe the high intelligence of members of the crow family. They detail how corvids use and manufacture tools and show forethought, for instance by planning where to stash their food for tomorrow's breakfast. They have remarkable memories for where they have hidden their caches. The star of this show is surely the Clark's nutcracker (Nucifraga columbiana): this bird hides around 33,000 seeds in 6,000-7,000 locations in the autumn each year, and relies on its stunning spatial memory to recover them over the following winter and spring. Corvids devote much of their time to play -important, say Marzluff and Angell, because we "build better brains through play".
The authors relate many examples of corvid ingenuity. Renowned as devious tricksters, the birds can also be creative; for example, rooks have been observed using smouldering cigarette ends to smoke parasites out from under their wings. And thanks to a series of scientific experiments on the performance of rooks, jays and crows, we now know that Aesop's fable The Crow and the Pitcher, in which a bird used stones to raise the water level in a jug to quench its thirst, is fact rather than fiction.
This avian family is also socially sophisticated, and its members go to great lengths to outsmart the competition in finding and protecting food. Jays, for example, keep track of which particular bird was watching when they hid their food, and take protective action to minimize the chance of these potential thieves stealing it. But they only do so if they themselves have been thieves. This reveals a complex form of social cognition called experience projection -in essence, putting yourself in someone else's shoes. Crows can even recognize individual humans and determine which are dangerous and which are not. The intellectual capabilities of crows challenge assumptions about the uniqueness of the intelligence of humans and other apes. Cognition must have arisen independently in corvids and primates, because not all birds and mammals share their brainpower.
Furthermore, the architecture of the avian brain is distinct from that of the mammalian brain: it lacks the layered structure of the mammals' prefrontal cortex, which had long been thought to provide the unique machinery for intelligence. Bird brains have a nucleated structure, more like a fruitcake than the mammalian gateau. Crows, like apes, have huge brains for their body size, with a massive expansion of the avian prefrontal cortex, as Marzluff and Angell eloquently describe.
Some corvids have formed a close association with humans, and they have featured in myths from around the world -to take just one example, the Nordic god Odin had wise raven companions, Huginn (thought) and Muninn (memory). In real life, the Tower of London is 'protected' by raven guardians. The birds' interactions with us can seem mischievous. At Paradise Lodge in Banff National Park, Canada, a raven named Herman is well known for his thievery, snatching bars of soap and packets of porridge from the hotel staff. But in saying that crows share seven key characteristics with humans, Marzluff and Angell go a step too far, I would argue. Their argument seems informed by a leap of faith rather than fact. The evidence provided for these abilities is anecdotal and observational, rather than the result of a critical analysis and the scientific evaluation of alternative accounts. Although this is a popular book, I would welcome more emphasis on the scientific process, rather than a simple description of the most cognitive interpretation of the end result.
Yet the authors do provide intriguing examples that warrant further empirical, scientific evaluation. By alerting readers to these remarkable instances, they heighten our appreciation of the world of crows and argue that corvids have become something of an essential part of our lives -which "may be their greatest survival tool". I hope this is so. In the United Kingdom, crows are classed as vermin -fair game that can be shot from the sky. 
